and the bulb filled with paraffin oil, for use as a resistance. It was found most satisfactory both as being able to absorb more power than with a vacuum and also to stand momentary overload much better, and for this reason alone it is worth mentioning.
" When the current iq flowing there is naturally n strong current of hot oil up the legs of the filament. When sufficient current is used bubbles form on the filament, but these, instead of rising to the surface, run down the legs against both gravity and the upward current of hot oil and come off a t the bottom. Having no facilities for investigating the phenomenon, I thought i t might be worth while to draw attention to it in the hope that some member of the Society might be tempted to study it. Meanwhile, Dr. Smith has kindly looked into it and carried the matter further and, i t seems to me, given the true explanation.' '-May 27, 1914. D2 during thc first heatings soon after the liquid is poured into the lamp. Then there will be a certain amount of entrapped air which niay provide the nuclei of the earlier bubbles. Indeed, if a very viscoiis liquid of high boiling point (such as machine oil) is used it is possible by means of a fine pipette to project a niinute bubble of air upon the heated wire. This bubble then iiioves in the same niannei. as those formed spontaneously.* 3 . Vndcir favourable circumstances, with turpentine for cxainplc, it is easy to adjiist the current so that a fairly large bubble circulates to and fro for a long time (a quarter of an l~our, for instalice) without appreciable change in size. Reducing the currcnt a siiiiilar steady state can be reached with n bubble of reduced size. If the current be reduced helow a certain limit, however, the bubble disappears.
These facts suggest that the contents of the lmbble are continually changing, the constant size under any particular gradient being the result of a balance between the increase clue to evapo~,ation into the bubble and decrease due t o condensation from it.
4.
For, assuniinp as a I'ough approxiniation that the bubble is spherical, consider the effect of supposing its temperature t o be uniform. The excess pressure within it will be given by pr=l'v, where T is the radius and U is the surface tension, at temperalure U. of the bubble. Since p falls and v rises when thc temperature is lowered, it iollows that the equilibriuni value of r would be increased by lowering 0. But the bubble actually becomes sinaller when the teinperatuie is reduced. IVe iniist, therefore, conclude that its temperature is not uiiiforru. The gradient from the wire must be srich that, although the hottest part of the smaller bubble is colder than that of tlic. larger oiic, its iiieaii teinperature is above that of the larger one.
For a i,estricted iange it is possible t h a t when the temperatule of the wire is reduced the mean temperature of the diniinishing bubble may rise ; but so soon as this becoiiies impossible the bubble must collapse, as experience shows.
It will also be noted that a spherical bubble of uniform temperature would be unstable under the conditions of the experiment.
To sun1 up, it appears from a variety of considerations that * I have to tliaiik niy colleague, 3Ir. H. Moss, M.Sc., for kindly undertaking t o perlorni this experiment.
the bubble exists in a region of which the temperature changes rapidly in the direction perpendicular to the wire. . j . A t first sight it seems possible that the movements of the bubble are due to electrical forces ; but, except that these map plav some part in causing the bubble to cling to the wire, it is unlikely that they are appreciable.
The niotion of the bubble is not affected by altering the direction of the current. It is produced equally well b!alternating currents. It is thus apparently of thermal origin. and seems to be determined only by the teinperatures to which %he current is capable of raising the wire and its environment.
For convenience, the attempt to explain what is observed inay be divided into two parts. Thus we niay inquire why a moving bubble should follow the curvature of the wire before attempting to fix the cause of its motion.
6. -1 reason why a snlall rising bubble should follow the bencl of the filament is not far to seek.
Keeping the current as low as possible, SO that the motion of the bubble is comparatively slow and the convection currents from the heated wire are not very prohounced, it is possible to observe fairly easily the track which the bubble follows." Thi6 track is represented by the dotted curves in the figure, the continuous curves denoting the filament of the lamp. The bubble may be said to pass along the '' upper " side of each element of the filament. I n other words, I t runs along thc * Observation is facilitated by substituting a rectangular vessel, with plane glass sides, for t h o bulb of t h o lamp. region in which the convection of heated liquid from the filament is a minimum. It is easy t o see how such a region arises-permitting a layer of relatively hot liquid to remain in contact with the wire. This " sheltered " layer will be hottest and therefore least viscous nearest the wire. The rate of increase of viscosity outwards will be greatest in a liquid for which the conductivity is small and the temperature corfficient of viscosity large. The bubble, moving along the wire, will be moving in a region in which the viscous resistance to the motion of that half of it which is nearer the wire is less than that experienced by the more distant half. Hence the bubble will be subject t o a force tending t o press i t towards the wire, and this force will be greater the greater its velocity. 7. The above consideration supplies a partial explanation of the phenoinenon, for it shows why a bubble may proceed for some distance round the bend of the filament with the impetus acquired during its rise.
Indeed, the necessitv for a sufficient gradient of teniperatnre near the wire, if the bubble is to follow it, can be shown in a very simple way.
With a liquid of low boiling point, such as ether, €or maniple, it is only possible t o obtain indications of the pheiionienon under ordinary circunistances. Thus it is possible t o obtain bubbles which will rise along the filament to its summit, and perhaps go a little way beyond, bnt it is iinpossiblc t o make them descend very far. The buoyancy exceeds the force pressing the bubble towards the wire, and it escapes t o the surface of the liquid.
But if a steeper tenzperaturc gradient from the mire to the liquid is niade possible, by cooling the ether in a freezing niistuie hcforehancl, it is easy to obtain bubbles which descend as in other liquids of higher boiling points.
( 'onversely if we take a. liquid which shows the phenomenon undes ordinary circumstances, we can cause its disappearance by raising the temperature of the liquid, sufficiently, beforehand.
8. Assuming that the variation of viscosity which acconipanies the tciiiperature gradient operates in the way indicated above, i t remains t o consider the origin of the moving force, other than gravity, which acts upon the bubble.
This force iiiust obviously have a considerable component parallel to the wire. and this must act, at every instant, in the direction in which the bubble is moving.
That this moving force depends upon the current strength, and, therefore, upon the temperature gradient, is easily shown.
Thus, if the current strength be slowly diminished, after the bubble has formed, the oscillations of .the latter gradually diminish in amplitude until the motion extends over only a small arc near the summit of one of the limbs of the filament.
The moving force is now so shall that a very small fraction, acting parallel t o the wire, of the opposing force due t o the buoyancy of the bubble is sufficient to bring i t t o rest. 9. In attempting t o esplain how the moving force arises, suppose, for simplicity, that the bubble is moinentarily a t rest upon a horizontal wire. It will be in a region where the successive filaments of liquid, above and parallel to the wire, are of decreasing temperature. These filanients will be in unstable equilibrium, the upper ones being heavier than the lower. The latter would rise through the former but for the presence of the n-ire.
Xow imagine a small displacement of the bubble along the 1 1 ire. This will tend to elevate the liquid immediately in front of tlie bubble and t o depress that imiiiediatelj~ behind it. To coiivev roughly what is meant, the case of sphcre moviaz along the hottoni of a horizontal trough containing a layer of water, with a layer of oil above it, niay be cited. If the trough t1:L.j glass sides, tlie water can be w i n t o rise in front of the sphere whilst the oil falls in behind the sphere as it moves. This takes place although the oil is much less dense than the water and the surface tension between them is considerable. A similar but more pronounced effect niay, therefore, be anticipated in the case under consideration where the upper layers are denser than the lower and surface tension is inappreciable.
I t is conceivable that this action once begun might continue 01 itsel€ and keep the bubble moving forward. Hut, apart from this possibility, the colder liquid fallin? in behind the bubble will a t once expand owing t o its pi~xiniity to the wire and will thus tend t o push the bubble foiward in the direction in which it has begun t o move.
The same kind of impulse will be produced in a similar way when the bubble is displaced downwards on a wire which is not Iiorizontal and inay be sufficient t o enable it t o move " against gravity. "
In accordance with the facts, the distance through which the bubble is able t o move in this way will depend upon the steepness of the temperature gradient, i.e., up011 the current flowing through the lamp.
The foot of each limb of the filament is comparatively cold owing t o its nearness t o the thick leading-in wire. Consequently the downward impulse will rapidly diminish as the bubble nears the end of the wire. The upvard influence oj gravity" will thus even tually assume predominance, bringi tip the bubble to rest and then starting it upon its return path.
10. According t o the views just expressed, the bubble is continuously removing hotter layers of liquid from the neighbourhood oi the wire and replacing them by colder ones. Consequently, in order t o dissipate electric energy a t a given rate, the temperahre of the wire need not be so high when the bubble is present as when it is absent.
To find whether the difference was easily perceptible sonic observations were made with a platinum filament immersed in turpentine.? ii. bubble having been formed upon the wire, simultaneous readings of the rnrrent throughit and the voltage between the terminals wcre made, as the current was reduced, with the following results : -- i A largo quantity of turprntinc was used in order t o reduce, as much i i s possible, fluctuations in the tcmprraturc of thc liquid as a wholc during tlic course of these observations. Check mcasurcments were made to ensur(', for csamplc, that the differences shown in the Tables were not attributable solely t o a gradual rise in temprrature of the liquid during the observations. From their nature the data arc not to bc regarded as more than qualita-tivcIy corroct. They may, moreover, indicatc mercly the effects of general disturbancc (equivalent to stirring) produced by the moving bobble. From these data it will be seen that, when equal quantities of energy are being dissipated, the current is always greater, and therefore the resistance is always less, when the bubble is present than when it is absent. Since the wire is of platinum, the temperature inust be less when the resistance is less.
If the bubble is watched it is seen to be followed by a trail of liquid, evidently of very different density from the iliain bulk, moving outwards from the part of the bubble furthest from the wire. Such a trail would be formed by hot liquid thrown off by the moving bubble (see alho below).
11. It has been inferred (9 4) that a bubble of vapnui' cannot remain of constant size except under continuous evaporation ancl condensation of liquid. This can be demonstrated in the following way : -When t h e amplitude of the oscillations of the bubble is continuous17 reduced in the way described in $8, the bubble frequently becomes so small that it conies to rest before it disappears, by adhering t o a minute thread or roughness (visible through a microscope) upon the wire. It is generally possible to adjust the current so that this stationary bubble reiiiainb of constant size instead of gradually disappearing. 1 t is then easy to observe that a stream of hot liqnitl is rising i'roin the side of the bubble remote froin the wire.
It is probable that in this case the filni of liquid between the bubble ancl the wire is excessively thin. Thc central part of the film inay even disappear. Liquid will be approaching it continuouslp owing to capillarity, but inay be volatilising a t such a rate as t o keep the filii1 interrupted a t its centre. The wire will teiid t o become very hot a t this point, for it must be reinembered that the current through the wire (when a bubble is present) is alwa!rs such that the wire would become incandescent if the liquid were removed. The evaporation into the bubble near the wire is compensated by an equal condensation a t the remote part of the bubble, the temperature being kept below the boiling point here bv the mixing of the condensed vapoui, with the surrounding coo!cr licluicl. 'I'his process prodnces the yising stream.
It will be noticed that the displaceinerit of such a bubble in eithep direction along the wire would bring fresh liquid over H very hot part of the wire. The sudden heating and expansion of this liquid would provide an impetus tending to move the bubble very rapidly in the direction of displacement.
12. ,ln eshaustive consideration of all possible causes of motion of the bubble has not, of course, been attempted. It is possible that the explanations put forward above, which are reminiscent of those given in the case of the Trevelyan Rocker, are incomplete. For instance, differences of surface tension due t o difference of temperature between the two sides of the bubble may produce an cffect which has been disregarded. And i t may easily happen that a better way of explaining the phenomena will occur t o some observer tempted, by their interesting and possibly instructive nature, to take the small amount of trouble required t o produce theni.
ADDED OCT. 21, 1913.
Since writing the abow account of experiments performed in May of last year,* it has occurred t o me that it might be instructive, in experiments like those of 510, t o obtain some idea of the temperature of the wire in the different cases. Some additional observations, with a wire siniilar to that previously used, have theidore been made. The rebult..: are tabulated below : - The nunibers in tlie first and seconcl columns are cui rents and corresponding voltages (mean values) obtained as in $10. The numbers in tlic third colunin are the resistancca ohtained by dividing the volts by the anipeiw in each case.
To obtain the numlwrs ill the foui th colunun, the liyuicl was heated by an estcrnal source t o about 13OoC. I t was then allowed to cool slowly, being kept stirred nieanwhilc. The 1 esistance and temperature of the wire were measmecl from time to time. The nunibers in the Eouith column give the temperatures a t which the wire had the iesistances shon-n in the thild.
From these data it is seen that, both with and without the bubble, the average temperature of the wire is 5OCC., or more below the boiling point of the turpentine (approx. lOO'c'.). The teniperature of the bubble itself cannot be below the boiling point. I t is thus always much hotter than the liquicl which it * S P e " 13ulletin," Phys. Soc., 1014, p. 44. OF A BUBBLE ON A HOT FILAMEGT.
. ? 9 displaces during its motion. But its temperature is maintained by the wire. Therefore that part of the wire upon which the bubble bears a t any instant is much hotter than the rest.
The thin film sandwiched between the hot bubble and the wire, no longer able to transfer the heat supplied by the wire to surrounding colder layers, is practically instantaneously raised to the boiling point."
These experiments show, perhaps more explicitly than any of the others, where the force propelling the bubhle originates.
ABSTRACT.
The first of these experiments was due t o Mr. Addenbrooke who, using a 100-volt lamp filled with paraffin oil (after removing the tip) a' a convenient high resistance in a 200-volt circuit, noticed that some of the many bubbles forming on the filament behaved in r?l curious way. Instead of rising a t once to the surface from the point a t which they formed they ran down the legs of the filament, against gravity, ancl then vsceped a t the leading-in wires.
Dr. Smith, led to repeat this experiment by Mr. Crawley, discovered another, more striking,. phenomenon. Placing the 100-volt lamp in tb 100-volt circuit in series with a variable resistance (conveniently ii water-trough) it was found possible, by momentarily cutting out most cif the resistance, to obtain a single bubble upon the wire. The behaviour of such a bubble is very interesting to watch. Instead of escaping at either terminal, as in Mr. Addenbrooke's esperiment, it travels backwards and forwards between the two, " looping the loops" of the filament in a fascinating way during every journey.
The peculiarities of this phenomenon, which can be obtained with rither direot or alternating supply, have been analysed by esamining the size and motion of the bubble under various conditions and also by using filaments of different materials ancl liquids of different boiling points. It was shown, from the experiments, that a rapid f d l of tempewturc from the wire through the liquid, in the region through which the bubble moves, is an essential condition of the phenomenon, and also, from theoretical considerations, how this condition can be used to explain why the bubble moves in the manner described.
It is easy to see how this map occur.
The bubble is maintained by evaporation from it. * In tho experiment by Mr. Moss, refcrred to in 2, some of the air bubbles being too large did not attach themselves to thc wire as intended. Passing across the wire, they rose t o the surface of tlic oil and, bursting there, discharged minute clouds of smoke. The short timc during which n film csisted upon the wire, while the bubble passed across itt had sufficed to enablc the current to heat the filni to decomposition.
